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Season 52, Episode 4
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Ep. #12988



Emily tells Dusty that she is prepared to pay him $32,000 if he helps her rescue Alison. Tom tells Maddie that Casey has been placed under house arrest until the sentencing hearing. Will tries to convince Gwen that everything will be fine until Jade arrives and tells Will that Barbara threatened her. Brad tells Henry that nothing happened. Henry says to Vienna this will never work between them and leaves and says that the wedding is off. Jack and Katie decide to have dinner at Al's after discussing Brad and Henry. Luke gives Jade an idea to look for someone that is similar to Gwen and to do her dirty work for her, she then thinks that it could work. Katie and Jack try to persuade that Vienna is only interested in him and not Brad. Jade is able to get a picture of Gwen. Jack gives Brad a message from Henry and punches him in the face. Vienna and Henry patch things up and proceed with the wedding. Dusty and Emily break into Lance's office in Las Vegas and find out that he was indeed lying of ever knowing Alison.
Source: tv.com
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
5 April 2007, 14:00
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